
The Dutch University Libraries (UB) UX Community 

Formerly known as UXLib-NL 



Welcome UXLibs community! 

Marjanne Goossens (Mary) Larissa Tijsterman 
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UB UX Community managers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will be given by Marjanne Goossens (WUR) and Larissa Tijsterman (UvA): two community managers of the UB (public research universities within the Netherlands) UX Community.



Theory on communities 
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 CSCCE Community 
Participation Model 

 
Center for Scientific Collaboration 
and Community Engagement. 
(2020) The CSCCE Community 
Participation Model – A framework 
for member engagement and 
information flow in STEM 
communities. Woodley and Pratt 
doi: 10.5281/zenodo.3997802  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This model of the CSCCE explains the different types of interaction within a community.
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 Convey/consume 

 Contribute 

 Collaborate 

 Co-create 

Interaction within the community 
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Member Manager Champion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have four types of interaction within a community: convey/consume, contribute, collaborate and co-create. Members within the community who convey/consume usually read newsletters, websites and your job as a community manager is to push this information to them. Members who contribute could join a webinar, ask a question, give feedback or contribute to the newsletter. It’s possible for you to answer those questions as a community manager. It’s also possible that community champions answer those questions. Champions within a community are members who are more invested in the community. They are not official community managers, as that requires actual commitment to the community (there is a reason community manager is a job title, it’s work). When you answer a question yourself you’re in the lead as the community manager, when a member/champion answers a question you move to a more supportive role. When the community is moving to a more collaborative interaction, you can think of events where members come together. As a manager your role should shift more to support, but it’s also possible that you organise the event, but members provide the content. The last type of interaction is co-create. You can think of trainings, but also actually creating something together within the community. Your job as a community manager now shifts to the side where you motivate people, support them and maybe organise a little. You can have champions in each interaction type and the more champions you have within a community, the easier your job as a community manager is. Cherish those champions.



Convey/consume Contribute Collaborate Co-create 

Interaction One-to-many Crowdsourced Cooperative Community-led 

Community 
management 
goal 

Inform and inspire Obtain feedback, 
skills or information 

Gather resources, 
including knowledge, 
to achieve a 
common goal 

Create something 
together 

Community 
activities 

Read, watch, listen Comment, vote / 
like, tag 

Discussion, 
knowledge 
exchange, 
production 

Integration and 
synthesis multi-
directional learning, 
co-production 

Power balance Organisation as 
expert 

Organisation as 
convenor 

Scaffolded 
cooperation 

Mutual sharing and 
learning; (near) 
equity 

Slogan Here’s something 
interesting 

Give us some 
feedback 

How can we work 
together? 

What shall we do 
next...? 

An overview 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the lower part of the CSCCE model of slide 3. This gives a lot of insight in the different types of interaction within a community.



 UXLibs III – 2017 

 More formalised from 2019 

 The dreaded online meetup 

 Silence 

 UXLibs VI – rekindle  

How it started (UXLib-NL) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our group started back in 2017 when us Dutchies met each other at UXLibs III and wanted to stay in touch after the conference. This led to a couple of informal meetings and became more formalised after 2019 with two meetups a year hosted at different universities. It was great fun but nobody in the group really stepped up as a manager. We ran mostly as a group of champions with members. Then Covid happened, as all of us had UX as a side role within our institution we got distracted. However the urge to meet up was still there so someone setup an online meetup and unfortunatly that didn't go so well. In hindsight there was a massive push to co-create from a champion but everyone who attended that meeting were new to the group and very much in the member role. After that meeting everything went silent, nobody made a move to organise or get in touch. I (Larissa) worked very much as a lone UX wolf and craved for the community and connection but was also still very new to the group and the field. Early 2022 I met up online with one of the members and pitched her the idea to reboot the group but I was fearful I would overstep boundaries if I cold emailed everyone and I knew I wasn't capable to do it alone. I held back and when I went to UXLibs VI I met Marjanne and we hit it off right from the start. It turned out we both pitched the reboot of the community to the same member! So as soon as we came back from Newcastle we put action to our words and rebooted the group by taking the role of community managers.



 Newsletter 

 UB UX Community days 

 MAYBE co-creation 

 

 Culture of sharing > no competitors 

UB UX Community 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the UB UX Community we send out newsletters. Most of the items are contributed by the community managers and champions. As the purpose of this newsletter is to consume/convey, we do most of the work as community managers. We also host a UB UX Community day twice a year (once in spring/summer and once in fall/winter). Where-as the first UB UX Community day was mostly organised by the community managers, the next edition was hosted by champions with the support of the community managers. We could see a clear shift. We applaud co-creation, but it’s not the aim of this community. We want to support all interaction types within a community to make it a sustainable community. Also in the Netherlands the UB Libraries are not competitors, which makes contribution, collaboration and co-creation possible.



 Mindset scientific versus practical 

 Unified methods 

 Compare and share 

Community managers goal 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As community managers we also have goals. As we’re all public research universities, we have the tendencies to make UX research very scientific. People prefer 500 results over 15. We are trying to make a shift in this mindset where people can see 15 results in UX research is enough to start prototyping. Furthermore, we are trying to unify methods, so it’s easier to share, contribute, collaborate and co-create. This also makes it easier to compare and share as there is a mutual understanding of how things are done. 



 Decoys 

 Let’s go do something! 

 Design Thinking with your entire panel 

 

 

Relation UX work versus ‘professionals’ 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can draw parallels to the ‘outside’ world for communities and UX. In restaurants people often use their own staff as decoys to make guests come to their restaurants. Where would people rather sit, an empty restaurant or one that seems busy (assuming both menu’s are alike). The same goes for newsletter, we rather read a newsletter with something on it instead of an empty one. The community manager often has to be the ‘decoy’ to attract new people at first. The second example is when you want to go do something with friends. When everyone is very excited about doing something together, but no one steps up to set a date or organise it, it will always be a ‘dream’. The community manager is the one that steps up and organises something. The same goes for UX, step up, because waiting for others to do it is often in vain. The last example is where people set up a student panel for UX and want to do Design Thinking sessions with the entire panel. They are always shocked how few people actually want to contribute. The same goes with surveys. You can easily explain this according to the CSCCE model (shows in slide 3). There are more interaction types within a community other than co-creation. Not everyone is comfortable in the interaction of co-creation. You can’t expect everyone to jump into that interaction type. Try to provide all interaction types within a community. Also for UX panels.



 We need a manager! Who would have thought 

 The manager needs champions! 

 Facilitate ALL interactions within the community 

 Go crazy, contribute once in a while 

Future communities 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you want communities to succeed, you need a community manager. Preferable two so you don’t have a single point of failure. The managers need champions, this makes the workload so much lighter and makes it easier to provide all interaction types within a community. Especially co-creation and collaboration rely on champions within a community. But don’t forget about the consume/convey interaction. Someone who is new within a community always starts at this interaction type. So as a community member, it’s good to contribute every now and then to elevate the community. This could be asking a question, sending a proposal for a newsletter item or simply joining webinars of communities.



Contribute slide 
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What questions do you have? 

marjanne.goossens@wur.nl e.l.tijsterman@uva.nl 
@thelibraryhelp 
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